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Homework 1

Name:
Andrew ID:
Grade: /8
This homework covers Lecture 0, 1, and 2.
You are expected to follow all conventions in class. Print, and write
neatly.

The Vim Philosophy (3pts)
Remember, DESCRIBE, don't EXPLAIN.
Describe how to make the following changes.
(DO NOT write commands, plain English ONLY, see Lecture 1 slides for a
refresher of available descriptions)
1) (1pt) Typos (2 edits)
Before:

After:

2) (2pts) Surround (I and A may be helpful here)
Before:

After:
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Distinctive Features: Single Line Jumps (3 pts)
In lecture, we covered the single most important locating command:
/pattern<CR>. There is also a similar command for in line jumps: the f
command.

f<char>
Jumps to the next <char> starting from the cursor on the current line.

F<char>
Jumps to the previous <char> starting from the cursor on the current

line.

These two commands are surprisingly powerful! In practice I use them a
lot, especially in code. In action, consider the case where I want to jump
to the 'q' in the line pMsg.query():
Initially:

After:
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Of course, the most convenient way is to do a direct jump:
/que<CR>

However, what if 'query' is spelled incorrectly? Suppose that in the
original text, 'query' is spelled as 'qeury'. It is surprisingly hard to type
out /qeur<CR> (in general, it is just harder to retype misspelled words).
One could imagine that a good description of 'qeury' would be: the
misspelled 'query'. Usually this works fairly well if you describe this to a
human. Vim, on the other hand, would not be able to understand
misspellings as a description. The reason is that these kinds of
descriptions are too imprecise and difficult to computer : there are many
ways to misspell ‘query’, often a single misspelling may correspond to
many different words (However, Vim does have a spellchecker built-in
that allows using misspellings as descriptions.
:h spell<CR>, but remember that in this course we are working with
code, so it is not very convenient.)
To get around this, we restructure our description as a relative jump
(which will be discussed in further detail in Lecture 3).
1) (1pt) Translate the command below into a description (again, English
only) (these kinds of questions will not show up in midterm):
/while<CR>

2) (1pt) Now we will use the f command. Assuming that we have done 1),
what <char> would we need? How many keystrokes does the f
command, in this case, require?
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Consider why this is a distinctive feature. We are describing the
misspelled 'qeury', yet we cannot easily type it out (or even spell it out
loud). However, 'qeury' does start with a 'q', and end with 'y', etc. Having
a ‘q’ in the word is a distinctive feature, since few words actually start
with q (aka, it filters out some possible ambiguity out of commands).

3) (1pts) Why would using 'a', 'e', 'i', 'o', and 'u' as <char> in the f
command be a bad idea in general? (Hint: 'distinctive')

In general, the f command usually just take you wherever you want
within the line, given the line constraints.

* vimdoc (2pts)
To do this part, you will have to use Vim. Hence, here are the basics of
quitting Vim:
:qa<CR> – Quits everything.
:qa!<CR> – Forcefully quits everything. You'll need this if you
accidentally mashed some wrong keys.
As a reminder, to get help in Vim, use :h <helptopic><CR>.
It would be a good idea now to review how to look up help for vim
options.

1) (1pt) What is the full name of the option 'lbr'? What does the option
do?
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2) (1pt) What is the type of the option 'winwidth'? What is its default
value? (Hint: Make sure that you are in the right help page! Review the
slides if you don't think you are in the right place)


